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HEADLINE SUMMARY JANUARY 7, 1957

CZECHOSLOVAK:
SESSION OF CZSL. GOVERNMENT DEALT WITH PROBLEMS OF FOUNDRY INDUSTRY, INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC RESEARCH, NEW ELECTRIC POWER STATION NEAR MELNIK, MECHANIZATION OF STATISTICAL AND ACCOUNTING APPARATUS AND FUNDS FOR THE NEW SPORTS ORGANIZATION. NEW PEOPLE'S JUDGES WERE INAUGURATED IN BRATISLAVA. PRAVDA EDITORIAL REVEALS THAT IN THE LAST 8 MONTHS OF 1956 REFUSES OF THE ENTIRE CZSL. INDUSTRY AMOUNTED TO 365 MILLIONS CROWNS.

POLISH:
WARSAWII REPORTED EXTENSIVELY ON THE BUDAPEST CONFERENCE AT 200 HRS, JAN 6.
POLISH PAPERS ON SUNDAY FAVORABLY COMMENTED THE STATE DEPARTMENT DECISION WHICH ALLOWS POLAND TO BUY AMERICAN SURPLUS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AT THE WORLD MARKET PRICES.
THE STATE COUNCIL IN A STATEMENT ON THE WORK OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE SAID ITS ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE MORE ENERGETIC. - THE LIQUIDATION OF THE AGENCIES OF FORMER SECURITY COMMITTEE HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

HUNGARIAN:
THE KADAR GOVERNMENT POLICY DECLARATION WAS MADE PUBLIC ON SUNDAY. A COMMUNIQUE ON THE BUDAPEST CONFERENCE OF THE SOVIET, CZECHOSLOVAK, HUNGARIAN, ROMANIAN AND BULGARIAN PARTIES WAS ALSO ISSUED.
AN ARTICLE AND A SPEECH BY MAROSAN PUBLISHED ON SATURDAY SAID THERE IS NO ROOM FOR A SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY IN HUNGARY.

BULGARIAN:
RABOTNICHESKO DELO LEADER OF JAN 7 WAS ON THE BUDAPEST CONFERENCE.
ALBANIAN --- (JAN. 5 - 0645) ZERI I POPULLIT EDITORIALLY CRITICIZES INDIFFERENCE OF SOME PARTY AGENCIES FOR ECONOMIC PROBLEMS.

EAST GERMAN --- (JAN 6, ALL BROADCASTS) EISENHOWER'S DOCTRINE HAS BEEN STRICKLY REJECTED BY THE MIDDLE-EAST STATES. A SYRIAN GOVERNMENT'S SPEAKER DESCRIBED IKE'S MESSAGE AS A FORMAL COLD-WAR DECLARATION.

(GDR, JAN 5, 1910 HRS) SCHULZE WALDEN IN A COMMENTARY POINTS OUT THAT ARABIAN WORLD IS NOT WILLING TO FIGHT FOR FREEDOM AGAINST FRANCE AND BRITAIN IN ORDER TO SELL ITSELF TO THE STARS AND STRIPES AND THE MAGIC DOLLAR POWER.

(GDR, JAN 7, 0500 HRS) SEVERAL DOCUMENTS ARE EXPECTED TO BE SIGNED BY USSR AND GDR GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATIONS IN MOSCOW TODAY. THE NEGOTIATIONS WILL PROBABLY BE CONCLUDED DURING THE FIRST HALF OF NEXT WEEK.

RUSSIAN --- SUNDAY PRAVDA LEADER DEALS WITH THE APPEAL OF ROSTOW MECHANIZERS AND SAYS INTER ALIA THAT REPAIR OF TRACTOR HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED BY THE OMSKAYA, KEMEROVSKAYA, CHITINSKAYA, AND A NUMBER OF OTHER REGIONS.

EISENHOWERS MESSAGE IS DESCRIBED BY MOSCOW (JAN 6, 0700 AND 0845 HRS) AS OPENLY IMPERIALISTIC, AND COLONIALIST. IT DID NOT CONTAIN A SINGLE WORD AGAINST THE AGGRESSION IN EGYPT, AND BLAMED INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST FOR THE "PROVOKED AGGRESSION.

MONDAYS PRAVDA LEADER DEALS WITH SINO-SOVIE FRIENDSHIP, ON OCCASION OF CHOU EN LAI'S ARRIVAL IN MOSCOW.

YUGOSLAV --- RADIO ZAGREB (5 JAN, 1930 HRS) CARRIES INTERVIEW WITH CHIEF OF POLISH CHIEF OF NUCLEAR DELEGATION, VILHELM BILIG, SPEAKING ABOUT POLISH, YUGOSLAV, AND YUGO-POLISH NUCLEAR RESEARCH. -- CORRESPONDENCE FROM WARSAW (BELGRADE, 5 JAN, 1930 HRS) STRESSES THE JAN 4 CONFERENCE OF THE WARSAW PUP COMITTEE, IN WHICH THE ROLE OF WORKERS' COUNCIL, AND THAT OF THE PARTY, IN ENTERPRISES, HAVE BEEN OUTLAYED.

REPORT FROM MOSCOW (BELGRADE, 6 JAN, 1930 HRS) BY DUZEVIC STRESSES THAT SOVKHOZES PRODUCE MORE AND CHEAPER THAN KOLKHOZES, AND ANALYZES THE ACTIVITY OF BOTH. -- BOZIDAR KICOVIC, COMMENTING ON US MIDDLE EAST PLAN, SAYS THE VACUUM THEORY IS UNCOVINCING, UNFOUNDED, AND IGNORES THE INDEPENDENCE OF ARAB COUNTRIES (BELGRADE, 5 JAN, 1930 HRS).-- SČECIĆ FROM NEW YORK, REPORTS ON IKE'S CONGRESS SPEECH, AND SAYS THE PRESIDENT WANTED TO DRAW THE ATTENTION OF THE WHOLE WORLD ON MIDDLE EAST.

ROMANIAN --- NOTE: MUCH ATTENTION IS GIVEN BY ROMANIAN BROADCASTS TO IKE DOCTRINE AND TO ITS ECHOES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. (END HEADLINE
1. MECHANIZERS' APPEAL.

MOSCOW (JAN 6, 0700 HRS), PRAVDA LEADER TODAY IS TITLED "THE PATRIOTIC APPEAL OF ROSTOV MECHANIZERS". AFTER STRESSING SUCCEEDS SCORED IN THE ROSTOV REGION, PRAVDA DWELLS ON THE APPEAL OF REGION'S MECHANIZERS TO THEIR COLLEAGUES ALL OVER THE SOVIET UNION, CALLING FOR SOCIALIST EMULATION IN HIGH QUALITY AND TIMELY REPAIR OF TRACTORS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINES.

THE DECEMBER PLENUM OF THE CCCPSU HAS CAUSED AN ENORMOUS UPGRADE OF LABOR AND POLITICAL ACTIVITY AMONG WORKERS OF MTS AND SOVKHOZES.

LACKS IN PLAN EXECUTION.

HOWEVER, AS PRAVDA HAS ALREADY NOTED, REPAIR OF TRACTORS IS FAR FROM BEING SATISFACTORY EVERYWHERE. THERE ARE MANY SUCH MTS AND DISTRICTS WHERE THE PLAN OF TRACTOR REPAIR IN THE FOURTH QUARTER HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED. BY DECEMBER 31, THE OMSKAYA, KEMEROVSKAYA, CHITINSKAYA, AND A NUMBER OF OTHER REGIONS REPAIRED FEWER TRACTORS THAN LAST YEAR.

PRAVDA CONCLUDES BY DESCRIBING THE DUTIES OF PARTY AND TRADE UNION ORGANIZATIONS CONCERNING THE PROPAGATION OF THIS APPEAL, AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EMULATION.

2. EISENHOWER'S MESSAGE.

MOSCOW (JAN 6, 0700, 0845 HRS), EISENHOWER'S MESSAGE OPENLY DESCRIBES THE IMPERIALIST, COLONIALIST POLICY LINE, TESTIFYING TO THE US INTENTION TO PURSUE THE POLICY OF STRENGTH WITH THE AIM OF ESTABLISHING IN THE MIDDLE EAST HER MILITARY, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL RULE.

THE MESSAGE DOES NOT CONDEMN THE AGGRESSION AGAINST EGYPT BUT BLAMES THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM FOR THE "PROVOKED AGGRESSION".

3. FRIENDSHIP WITH CHINA.

MOSCOW (JAN 7, 0700 HRS), TODAY'S PRAVDA LEADER IS DEVOTED TO SINO-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP, ON OCCASION OF CHOU EN LAI'S ARRIVAL IN MOSCOW. THE ARTICLE REVIEWS SUCCEEDS OF CHINA, AND HER ROLE AS A PEACE FACTOR.

4. NEWS IN HEADLINES.

SHERSTIUK IN COMMENTARY (JAN 6, 1900 HRS), SAYS THE STRASSBOURG CONFERENCE OF HUNGARIAN COUNTERREVOLUTIONARIES HAS BEEN ORGANIZED BY US STATE DEPARTMENT; BULGARIAN KAGANOVICH, MALENCZOK, MOLOTOV, KHRUSCHEV, SHEPYLOV AND OTHER ATTENDED RECEPTION GIVEN BY DDR AMBASSADOR KOENIG IN HONOR OF DDR GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATION; BULGARIAN GAVE LUNCHEON FOR DDR GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATION; BUDAPEST MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES OF BULGARIA, HUNGARY, ROMANIA, USSR, AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA; IMRE NERVÁTH'S INTERVIEW GRANTED TO FOREIGN JOURNALISTS; PRAVDA DEVOTES AN EDITORIAL TO THE BUDAPEST MEETING OF PARTIES; SOVIET NOTE TO GREAT BRITAIN AGAINST HOSTILE ACTIVITY OF "MTS" GROUP.

CZECHOSLOVAK MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS

JAN 5, 6, 7, 1957. PRAGUE I UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. GOVERNMENT SESSION

(JAN 5, 1900 HRS 2200 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 1900 HRS) AT ITS PLENARY SESSION THE CZSL GOVERNMENT DEALT WITH THE PROBLEM OF FURTHER EXPANSION OF "NEW FOUNDRY" OF K. GOTTWALD AND WITH PROGRESS OF ESTABLISHMENT OF INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC RESEARCH. THE SESSION FURTHER APPROVED THE PROJECT OF NEW ELECTRIC POWER STATION WHICH WILL BE ERECTED NEAR MELNIK. THE GOVERNMENT THEN DISCUSSED THE DOCUMENT ON TECHNICAL PROGRESS OF MECHANIZATION IN THE FIELDS.
OF STATISTICS AND ACCOUNTING, FUNDS FOR THE NEW SPORTS ORGANIZATION
AND IN CONCLUSION THE SESSION HEARD REPORTS ON FOREIGN POLITICAL
AND TRADE RELATIONS.

2. PEOPLE'S JUDGES INAUGURATED
(JAN 5, 2200 HRS AND 2200 HRS PRAGUE) PEOPLE'S JUDGES WERE TODAY
INAUGURATED IN BRATISLAVA IN PRESENCE OF DR. JOSEF URVALEK.
COMMISSIONER OF JUSTICE DR. M. KAPUSNAK ADDRESSED THE NEW
JUDGES AND CALLED ON THEM TO KEEP AND DEFEND ALL THE SUCCESSES OF THE
CZSL PEOPLE.

3. ON HUNGARY
(JAN 6, 0745 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 0745 HRS) REPORT ON THE CONFERENCE
OF THE BULGARIAN, RUMANIAN, SOVIET, HUNGARIAN AND CZSL GOVERNMENT
AND CP REPRESENTATIVES IN BUDAPEST. THE REPORT SAYS THAT OPINIONS
WERE EXCHANGED ON A NUMBER OF POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND "PARTY LIFE"
PROBLEMS AS WELL AS ON A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS REGARDING THE CURRENT
POLITICAL SITUATION. SUNDAY ISSUE OF RUDE PRavo SAYS THAT THE
SOCIALIST STATES ARE FIRMLY DETERMINED TO EXPLOIT FULLY THE POWER
OF THEIR SOCIALIST REGIMES AND THE GIVEN INFLUENCE IN ORDER TO
CRUSH AND SUPPRESS "ALL ATTEMPTS OF AGGRESSIVE CIRCLES DIRECTED
TO FURTHER WORSENING OF THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION."
(JAN 6, 1900 HRS) THE ENTIRE HUNGARIAN PRESS PUBLISHES TODAY
THE RESOLUTION OF THE HUNGARIAN WORKERS' AND PEASANTS GOVERNMENT.
IT STATES THAT THE LENIN PRINCIPLE OF THE "DICTATORSHIP OF THE
PROLETARIATE" WILL BE USED AGAINST THE COUNTERREVOLUTIONARIES
AND AGAINST THE IDEAS OF ANARCHISTS AND BOURGEOIS. THE RESOLUTION
FURTHER CONDEMNS ANY FOREIGN "EXAMPLES" AND STATES THAT THE
PRESENT HUNGARIAN REGIME WILL FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION AND THE
TEMPORARY UNEMPLOYMENT. THE SOVIET TROOPS STATIONED IN HUNGARY
ARE A GUARANTEE AGAINST MILITARY ATTACKS OF THE FOREIGN IMPERIALISTS.

(JAN 6, 0745 HRS BRATISLAVA) MINISTER IMRE HORBAY YESTERDAY
ANNOUNCED AT A PRESS CONFERENCE IN BUDAPEST THAT THE HUNGARIAN
GOVERNMENT WILL ISSUE A DECLARATION IN THE NEAR FUTURE DESCRIBING THE
PAST EVENTS, CURRENT GOVERNMENT MEASURES AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES.

4. DOMESTIC NEWS
(JAN 5, 0900 HRS BRATISLAVA) SPECIAL COMMITTEE CONSISTING OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CZSL ARMY, TRANSPORTATION MINISTRY,
TRADE UNIONS, AUTOMOBILE ENTERPRISES, STATE INSURANCE CO, WAS
FORMED IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE ON THE HIGHWAYS AND TO
EDUCATE THE DRIVERS.

5. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(JAN 5, 1230 HRS AND 1900 HRS BRATISLAVA) 4-MEMBER YUGOSLAV DELE-
GATION YESTERDAY ARRIVED IN PRAGUE TO DISCUSS THE YUGO-
CZSL MUTUAl COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL POLICY.

6. LECTURES - COMMENTARIES
(JAN 5, 1230 HRS BRATISLAVA) THE SLOVAK "PRAVDA" DEALS IN ITS
EDITORIAL ENTITLED "UNUSED RESERVES" WITH THE SHORTCOMINGS IN THE
CZSL PRODUCTION. IN THE LAST 3 MONTHS OF 1956 LOSSES CAUSED
BY REFUSE AMOUNTED TO 565 MILLIONS CROWNS.
(JAN 6, 1205 HRS) EDITOR SUBRT COMMENTS ON THE EVENTS IN HUNGARY
AND ON THE EISENHOWER'S PLAN FOR THE MIDDLE EAST.
(JAN 6, 0845 HRS) POET S. NEUMANN SPEAKS IN HIS TALK ABOUT PEOPLE
WHO DO NOT BELIEVE THAT SOCIALISM WILL BE ESTABLISHED IN CSR.
THESE PEOPLE LOST THEIR WAY "IN THE JUNGLE OF INTELLECTUALISM".
THEY ARE JUST CRITICIZING, COMPLAINING AND ABUSING.
1. MONDAY MORNING NEWSCASTS
(JAN 7, 0500, 0800 HRS) IN MANY CITIES AND TOWNS THROUGHOUT POLAND, ELECTION MEETINGS WERE HELD ON SUNDAY AT WHICH VOTERS MET THEIR CANDIDATES. PARTY SECRETARY OCHAB VISITED KATOWICE, SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY LEON CHAJN MET VOTERS IN WARSAW. - DEFENCE MINISTER GENERAL SPYCHALSKI VISITED POLISH ARMED FORCES UNITS STATIONED IN POZNAŃ VOIVODSHIP. FOREIGN NEWS: JAPAN TO RESUME DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, ESPECIALLY POLAND AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA; REACTION TO EISENHOWER DOCTRINE.

2. FOREIGN RELATIONS - BUDAPEST CONFERENCE
(2000 HRS WARSAW II).
(JAN 6, 1600 HRS) LITAUER'S WEEKLY REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL EVENTS DEALT EXCLUSIVELY WITH THE MIDDLE EAST SITUATION AND EISENHOWER'S DOCTRINE FOR THAT AREA.

3. POLAND TO BUY AMERICAN FARM PRODUCTS
(JAN 5, 2000, 2100 HRS) THE US AMBASSADOR IN WARSAW HAS INFORMED DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER NASZKOWSKI OF THE DECISION MADE BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT ACCORDING TO WHICH POLAND CAN NOW BUY AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS SURPLUSES FOR US DOLLARS AT THE WORLD MARKET PRICES. THIS DECISION HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE BASIC QUESTION OF AMERICAN AID FOR POLAND OR OTHER PROBLEMS OF POLISH-AMERICAN RELATIONS. A COMMENTARY SAID THAT THIS DECISION IS AN IMPORTANT STEP FORWARD IN THE FIELD OF NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES.

(JAN 6, 0606 HRS) THE AMERICAN DECISION ON AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES IS THE SUBJECT OF COMMENTARIES IN TODAY'S PRESS. ALL PAPERS STRESS ITS IMPORTANCE IN IMPROVING RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES.

4. ON RFE
(JAN 6, 0815 HRS) THE BROADCAST "RADIO PROBLEMS" QUOTED A LETTER FROM A LISTENER OF POLISH RADIO WHICH SAID THAT "BBC AND RADIO FREE EUROPE ARE LESS AND LESS ATTRACTIVE AND INTERESTING BECAUSE THEY BROADCAST THE SAME NEWS AS THE POLISH RADIO, ONLY LATER."

5. OTHER NEWS: PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE ACTIVITIES
JAN 5;
(2300 HRS) THE COUNCIL OF STATE HAS DISCUSSED THE ACTIVITIES OF THE PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE. IT HAS STATED THAT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE MUST BE MORE ENERGETIC. SUCH INCIDENTS AS THOSE IN BYDGÓŚCZ AND SZCZECIN, WHICH WERE STRONGLY REACTIONARY, CHAUVINISTIC AND ANTI-SOVIET, CAN ONLY LEAD TO COMPLICATIONS IN THE INTERNAL AND INTERNATIONAL SITUATION. INVESTIGATIONS OFTEN TAKE TOO LONG AND LACK IN DECISION. THERE ARE CASES IN WHICH THE DEFENDANT IS NOT ARRESTED AND TRIED AS A FREE MAN, WHICH FAVORS THE MOOD OF LAWLESSNESS. THE OFFICE CANNOT REMAIN INDIFFERENT TO PERSECUTION OF PEOPLE BECAUSE OF THEIR NATIONALITY, THEIR RELIGIOUS BELIEF OR LACK OF IT. THIS APPLIES IN PARTICULAR TO SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES.
(2100 HRS) THE LIQUIDATION OF THE AGENCIES OF THE FORMER PUBLIC SECURITY COMMITTEE HAS BEEN COMPLETED. IN THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR, A FEW DEPARTMENTS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED WHICH WILL DEAL WITH DEFENCE AGAINST ESPIONAGE AND TERRORISTS. ABOUT 50 PERCENT OF THE FORMER SECURITY OFFICIALS WHO HAVE BEEN DISMISSED WILL FIND EMPLOYMENT IN OTHER FIELDS.

(1500 HRS) SZCZECIN HAS STARTED EXPERIMENTAL BROADCASTING ON A SECOND PROGRAM BY MEANS OF EQUIPMENT FORMERLY USED FOR JAMMING.

(0800 HRS) THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS HAS ADOPTED A RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE SALE OF SUPERFLUOUS MACHINERY TO OTHER ENTERPRISES AND, IN SOME CASES, TO CRAFTSMEN AND SMALL TRADERS.

(2120 HRS) THE PROGRESS OF MOTORIZATION IN POLAND IS VERY SLOW, ACCORDING TO AN INTERVIEW WITH THE HEAD OF THE MOTORIZATION COMMITTEE. THERE IS ONE AUTOMOBILE PER 207 INHABITANTS, WHILE THE CORRESPONDING FIGURE IN THE USSR IS 77, IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 73, IN FRANCE 10 AND SWITZERLAND 9.5. POLAND MUST PRODUCE BETTER CARS AND MOTOR-CYCLES TO CATCH UP.

1930 HRS WARSAW II) A REPORT ON HOLLAND NOTES HEALTHY COMPETITION IN DOMESTIC TRADE, AND RECOMMENDS MORE COMPETITION IN POLAND.

(2000 HRS WARSAW II) AT THE BYDGOSZCZ TRIAL, 13 WITNESSES WERE HEARD. IT BECOMES CLEAR THAT THE RIOTS WOULD NOT HAVE REACHED SUCH DIMENSIONS IF THE MILITIA HAD IMMEDIATELY TAKEN A FIRM ATTITUDE.

JAN 6:

(2010 HRS WARSAW II) EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEECH DELIVERED BY PREMIER CYRANKIEWICZ IN KRAKOW. THE PREMIER PLEDGED HIMSELF TO PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE NEEDS OF KRAKOW.

(0600 HRS) A POLISH CULTURAL DELEGATION HAS LEFT FOR BUCHAREST TO SIGN A CULTURAL AGREEMENT WITH ROMANIA.

(2000 HRS WARSAW II) A CHINESE TRADE DELEGATION WILL ARRIVE IN WARSAW ON MONDAY.

(2000 HRS WARSAW II) A REPORT ON ELECTION MEETINGS SPOKE OF THE "UNFORTUNATE" SPEECH MADE BY OSOBKA-MORAWSKI IN LUBLIN.

HUNGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS JAN 5-6-7, 1957
KOSUTH RADIO UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. KADAR GOVERNMENT DECLARATION
(JAN 6, 0600 HRS) THE POLICY DECLARATION OF THE KADAR GOVERNMENT WAS READ. IT ACCUSES THE NAGY GOVERNMENT OF TREACHERY, CALLS FOR BROADENING OF DEMOCRATIZATION, DISCUSSES ECONOMIC LOAN FROM CAPITALIST COUNTRIES, WHICH SHOULD HAVE NO POLITICAL CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO IT. IT PROMISES FREEDOM AND LIFE WITHOUT FEAR FOR ALL CITIZENS FAITHFUL TO THE STATE AND REGIME. EXCERPTS FROM THE DECLARATION WERE ALSO READ OVER RADIO PECS (1730 HRS JAN 6) AND ON THE SZULOFOLDUNK PROGRAM OF RADIO SZAŽADSAG (2000 HRS).

2. MAROSAN SPEECH
(JAN 5, 2000 HRS) MINISTER OF STATE GYORGY MAROSAN TOLD A MEETING AT KOMLO THAT IT WAS NECESSARY TO REVISE ECONOMIC AND TRADE RELATIONS WITH THE SOVIET UNION AND SETTLE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES ON THE BASIS OF FULL.
EQUALITY, INDEPENDENCE AND NON-INTERFERENCE. ON INTERNAL POLICIES, HE SAID THAT THE SOCIALIST WORKERS' PARTY WOULD REMAIN THE ONLY PARTY. TO ASK FOR REORGANIZATION OF THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS A HOSTILE ACT, SINCE IT SEeks TO DIVIDE THE STRENGTH OF THE WORKING CLASS. WE SHALL NOT ALLOW THE ENEMY TO MISUSE DEMOCRACY AGAINST THE PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY.

(JAN 5, 1950) AN ARTICLE BY MAROSAN IN NEPSZABADSAG ANALYZING THE EVENTS SINCE OCT 23 AND CALLING THEM NOT NATIONAL REVOLUTION, BUT COUNTER-REVOLUTION, AND ATTACKING THE ROLE OF MINDSZENTY AND RFE IN THE EVENTS.

3. OTHER NEWS
(JAN 6, 1950) NEPSZABADSAG REPORTS THAT A MINISTRY OF LABOR HAS BEEN SET UP.

(JAN 6, 1950) AN ARTICLE IN NEPSZABADSAG REPORTS ON THE URANIUM MINE AT BOTTONYA, IN CSANA' COUNTY; IT IS NOT TRUE THAT THE MINE IS BEING EXPLOITED BY THE SOVIET UNION. ACTUALLY, ONLY A SMALL QUANTITY OF SAND WAS TRANSPORTED AWAY TO DETERMINE WHETHER THERE WAS ANY URANIUM OR NOT.

(JAN 7, 1950) MINISTER OF FINANCE KOSSA DISCUSSED THE COUNTRY'S ECONOMIC SITUATION AT A PARTY MEETING IN VARPALOTÁTA. MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE DOEGE ATTENDED A PARTY MEETING IN DOMBOVAR.

RUMANIAN HIGHLIGHTS -- JAN. 5 - 7, 1957

1. AGER PRESS BRIEFS.--
(JAN. 5 - 0640) MAIZE PLANTING IN RPR (2) -- DUNABIAN EXPRESS TO LINK MOSCOW AND SOFIA THROUGH APR (3) -- HUNEDOARA COMBINE (5) -- PM'S SESSION (6) -- SCANTEA ON INDONESIA (12).
STATE STORES IN RPR (15) -- (2000) MAGAZINE "RUMANIA TODAY" ON ART TREASURE GIVEN BACK BY USSR (2) -- FOOD ARRIVED IN RPR (3) -- SILVESTRI'S SUCCESSES IN MOSCOW (4) -- NEW ACHIEVEMENTS IN OLtenia (5) -- RUGBY IN RPR (6) -- NEW TV STATION IN RPR (7) -- SENIORITY PRIZES IN RPR MINES (8).
(JAN. 6 - 1945) PARTY CC RESOLUTION (2) -- GREEK ENVOY PUMBURAS HAS ARRIVED IN BUCHAREST (3).

2. FOREIGN RELATIONS.--
(JAN. 5 - BUCH I: 2200) RPR FOREIGN MINISTER AND IOAN GH. MAURER HAVE LEFT THE USR FOR HOME. THE RPR UN DELEGATION CONTINUES TO BE LED BY ALTANASIU JOIA.

(JAN 6) MEMBERS OF POLISH GOVERNMENT COMMISSION, LED BY FIRST DEPUTY MINISTER OF CULTURE STANISLAV PIETROUSKI, ARRIVED TODAY IN BUCHAREST FOR SIGNING RPR - POLISH CULTURAL CONVENTION.
(JAN. 6 - BUCH: 0630) AMERICAN VIOLINIST GEORGE McGREGOR WILL ARRIVE IN RPR SHORTLY FOR A SERIES OF CONCERTS.

3. RPR FOREIGN TRADE.--
(JAN. 5 - BUCH: 2200) CONSUMER GOODS WHICH HAVE RECENTLY ARRIVED IN THE RPR FROM BULGARIA INCLUDE OLIVES, TANGERINES, ORANGES AND LEMONS FROM GREECE AND TURKEY. MORE CITRUS FRUITS ARE EXPECTED.
ON ROMANIAN MARKETS WILL BE SHORTLY DISPLAYED BUTTER AND CANNED FISH FROM BULGARIA, MARGARINE FROM NORWAY AND AUSTRIA, FROZEN FISH FROM TURKEY, MILK POWDER FROM CZECHOSLOVAKIA, AND OTHER GOODS FURNISHED BY CHINA.

4. ECONOMIC TALKS.--
(JAN. 5 - BUCH I: 1900) NOTE: BUCHAREST STARTS TODAY A SERIES OF "ECONOMIC TALKS". FIRST IS LECTURE BY COSTIN MURGECU, STRESSES THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPAGATING BY THE RADIO "THE GREAT IDEAS OF SOCIALISM".

EXCESSIVE CENTRALISM -- LECTURER ALSO STRESSES SIGNIFICANCE OF DECISIONS TAKEN BY RECENT PARTY CC PLENUM:

"ONE OF THE FACTORS HARMFUL FOR THE SOCIALIST ECONOMY, HE SAYS, IS THE EXCESSIVE CENTRALISM, A GENERATOR OF BUREAUCRACY... THEREFORE THE PARTY CC PLENUM HAS ANNOUNCED MEASURES DESIGNED TO ENLARGE THE ATTRIBUTIONS OF ENTERPRISE MANAGERS, TO ENHANCE THE ROLE OF PEOPLE'S COUNCILS IN LEADING THE ACTIVITIES OF LOCAL ECONOMY, TO STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF TRADE UnIONS IN SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF THE ACTIVITY OF ENTERPRISES, TO ASSURE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF THE MASSES OF WAGE EARNERS IN DEBATES AND ESTABLISHMENT OF PLANS, ETC. LECTURER CONCLUDES BY CALLING ON RADIO LISTENERS TO PARTICIPATE IN THESE "ECONOMIC TALKS" BY PUTTING QUESTIONS, BY MAKING PROPOSALS AND EXPRESSING WISHES, WITH A VIEW OF SPREADING THE KNOWLEDGE OF PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT OF ROMANIAN ECONOMY AND OF FACTORS "WHICH DETERMINE THE SUPERIORITY OF THIS ECONOMY OVER THE CAPITALIST ONE".

5. HOME NEWS:
(JAN. 6 - BUCH: 2300) FIRST ROMANIAN ATOMIC REACTOR BUILT WITH SOVIET AID WILL BE COMMISSIONED SHORTLY. IT WILL PRODUCE RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES NECESSARY TO INSTITUTES OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

(JAN. 6 - BUCH: 2300) AN INSTITUTE OF HORTI-VITICULTURE WILL OPEN IN RPR EARLY THIS YEAR.

6. IKE DOCTRINE:
(JAN. 5 - BUCH: 2100) COMMENTARY: AGGRESSIVE IMPERIALIST CIRCLES WANT TO TURN MIDEAST INTO "MAIN FRONT OF COLD WAR". MIDEAST IS CENTRE OF IRRECONCILABLE CONFLICT BETWEEN IMPERIALIST POWERS AND THOSE COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE RECENTLY BECOME INDEPENDENT. ACCORDING TO AMERICAN SOURCES, THERE ARE IN THE PERSIAN GULF TWO THIRDS OF SURE RESERVES AND THREE QUARTERS OF PROBABLE ONES OF THE OIL OF CAPITALIST COUNTRIES. IN THAT AREA, 58 PERCENT OF OILFIELDS ARE EXPLOITED BY THE US, 35 PERCENT BY BRITAIN. OIL EXTRACTION COSTS THERE FOURTEEN TIMES LESS THAN IN TEXAS... NOW THE US IMPERIALISTS WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FAILURE OF AGGRESSION AGAINST EGYPT; TIME HAS COME FOR THE US TO REPLACE FRANCE AND BRITAIN IN THE MIDEAST...

PRESENTATION TODAY OF IKE DOCTRINE TO THE CONGRESS WAS PROCEEDED BY A PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION OF THE PUBLIC OPINION, BY HIGHEST BEATING OF THE ANTI-COMMUNIST TAM-TAM: THE US MUST COMBAT COMMUNISM IN THE MIDEAST... IKE DOCTRINE IS AIMED AT TURNING THE MIDEAST INTO A POWDER BARREL...

BY THIS THE US HAS UNMASKED HIMSELF AS A COLONIALIST COUNTRY...

(2200) IKE'S PLAN FOR 50 - CALLED ECONOMIC MIDEAST AID, SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS TODAY, IS AIMED IN REALITY TO PUT UNDER DIRECT DEPENDENCE THE RICH ECONOMIC RESOURCES OF THAT AREA. FIRST REACTION OF PUBLIC OPINION IN ARAB COUNTRIES LEAVES NO DOUBT (SYRIAN FOREIGN MINISTER AND JORDANIAN DEPUTY QUOTED)

7. WORLD'S EVENTS (BRIEFS):
(JAN. 5-7) YEMEN CALLS ON ARAB LEAGUE TO CONSIDER BRITISH AGGRESSIVE ACTIONS ON YEMEN'S BORDERS -- INDONESIAN PRESS: IKE PLAN JEOPARDIZES WORLD'S PEACE -- ON BEVAN'S ARTICLE CONCERNING THE US AND MIDEAST-- SYRIA CONTINUES FIGHT AGAINST IMPERIALIST PLOTS-- PRAVDA: THE US TO CONTINUE COLONIALISM IN ARAB COUNTRIES-- RESOLUTION OF ISRAEL CP-- BEING INTERVIEWED BY 'DER SPIEGEL', WG DEFENCE MINISTER HAS AFFIRMED THE USSR AND ITS ALLIES ARE THE ONLY POTENTIAL ENEMIES OF US... JORDAN'S ENVOY IN THE US HAS SAID THE US MIDEAST PLANS ARE DOOMED TO FAILURE IF THE US DISREGARDS
THE VIEWPOINTS OF ARAB PEOPLE AND GOVERNMENTS - LIPPMANN: THE US MIDEAST PLANS, TACTLESS AND LACKING UNDERSTANDING - NEW MG WARSHIPS TO BE FITTED WITH ATOMIC CANNONS - ELECTION CAMPAIGN IN POLAND-CP REPRESENTATIVES IN HUNGARY (PLS SEE TASS-ITEM11) - OIL SHORTAGE IN BRITAIN - ALLOCATIONS FOR MG MILITARY BUILDINGS IN 1957 WILL TOTAL 2.5 BILLION DM. - HUNGARIAN FOREIGN MINISTER ON "PROVOKING INFLUENCE" OF RFE OVER HUNGARIANS: 150,000 ESCAPES, WHO ARE BEING SENT TO DISTANT COUNTRIES TO AVOID THEIR RETURN HOME - BRITISH AIR OFFICER ESCAPES TO GDR, ASKS FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM, CONDEMNS BRITISH POLICIES - SOVIET NOTE TO BRITISH GOVERNMENT TO PROTEST AGAINST CRIMINAL ANTI-SOVIET HTS ACTIVITY - NEW KADAR POLICY DECLARATION - EGYPT DENIES TO HAVE APPLIED FOR US FINANCIAL AID - BRITISH BOURGEOIS PAPERS EXPRESS CONCERN FOR US MIDEAST PLANS, AS INVOLVING BRITISH REMOVAL FROM THAT AREA...

BULGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS 7 JANUARY 1957

1. RABOTNICHESKO DELO LEADER.


2. THE BUDAPEST TALKS.

SOFIA (6 JAN, 0630 HRS) RADIO SOFIA BROADCAST A LONG ACCOUNT ON THE TALKS HELD FROM 1 TO 4 JANUARY IN BUDAPEST BETWEEN PARTY AND GOVERNMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES OF BULGARIA, HUNGARY, RUMANIA, THE USSR AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA. BULGARIA WAS REPRESENTED BY ZHIKOV AND DAMYANOV.

3. THE CHINESE GUESTS IN SOFIA.

SOFIA (5 JAN, 2030 HRS) TODAY, THE MEMBERS OF THE CHINESE PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION PAID AN OFFICIAL VISIT TO THE SOFIA CITY'S PEOPLE'S COUNCIL.
1. AGAINST IKE'S DOCTRINE.

(JAN 3, ALL NEWSCASTS) US PRESIDENT EISENHOWER REQUESTED TODAY THE AUTHORIZATION TO USE US MILITARY FORCES IN THE MIDDLE EAST. AS EXPECTED, HE ASKED FOR THE AUTHORIZATION UNDER THE PRETEXT OF AN ALLEGED COMMUNIST DANGER IN MIDDLE EAST.

(JAN 6, ALL BROADCASTS) POLITICAL COMMITTEE OF ARABIAN LEAGUE WILL MEET IN CAIRO TODAY FOR DISCUSSION OF THE NEW SITUATION AFTER EISENHOWER'S DECLARATION. EISENHOWER - DOCTRINE HAS BEEN STRICTLY REJECTED BY MIDDLE EAST STATES.

(GDR, JAN 7, 0500 HRS) AN OFFICIAL SPEAKER OF SYRIAN GOVERNMENT DESCRIBED EISENHOWER'S MESSAGE AS A FORMAL COLD WAR DECLARATION.

(GDR, JAN 9, 1910 HRS) IN A COMMENTARY ON EISENHOWER'S MILITARY PLANS, THEODOR SCHULZE WALDEN POINTS OUT THAT ARABIAN WORLD IS NOT WILLING TO FIGHT FOR ITS FREEDOM AGAINST FRANCE AND GREAT BRITAIN IN ORDER TO SELFF ITSELF TO THE STARS AND STRIPES AND THE MAGIC DOLLAR POWER. REFERRING TO THE ALLEGED NEW PEACE LINE OF US FOREIGN POLICY, WALDEN CONCLUDES BY SAYING THAT THE BRUSQUE REJECTION OF SOVIET DISARMAMENT PROPOSALS HAS REVEALED US MILITARY INTERVENTION PLANS.

2. NEGOTIATIONS IN MOSCOW.

(GDR, JAN 7, 0500 HRS) SEVERAL DOCUMENTS ARE EXPECTED TO BE SIGNED BY USSR AND GDR GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATIONS IN MOSCOW TODAY. ACCORDING TO ATTENDING CIRCLES, VERY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS ARE EXPECTED. THESE EVENTS WILL HAVE A GREAT IMPORTANCE FOR FURTHER DEEPENING OF FRIENDLY RELATIONS BETWEEN GDR AND SU, AS WELL AS FOR THE STRENGTHENING OF SOCIALIST CAMP.

(5 JAN, ALL BROADCASTS) ISVESTIJA STRESSES IN A COMMENTARY THAT THE GDR - SU GOVERNMENTAL TALKS PURSUED THE AIM OF STRENGTHENING STILL MORE THE FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN THE SOVIET AND GERMAN PEOPLE.

(5 JAN, ALL BROADCASTS) GDR GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATION WAS BULGARIN'S GUEST TODAY. IN THE MORNING, THE DELEGATION LAID WREATHS AT MAUSOLEUM. THE NEGOTIATIONS ARE EXPECTED TO BE CONCLUDED DURING THE FIRST HALF OF NEXT WEEK.

(GDR, JAN 6, 0700 HRS) GDR GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATION GAVE A RECEPTION IN THE GERMAN EMBASSY IN MOSCOW, LAST NIGHT WITH MORE THAN 300 GUESTS ATTENDING, INCLUDING BULGARIN, KRUSCHEV AND MANY OTHER PARTY AND GOVERNMENT LEADERS.

3. NEWS ON HUNGARY.

IN A DECLARATION ON THE FUTURE POLICY, HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT DESCRIBED YESTERDAY THE CONSOLIDATION OF STATE POWER AND FURTHER DEMOCRATISATION AS THE MAIN AIMS IN HUNGARY.

4. SITUATION IN WÖ.

(GDR, JAN 6, 0700 HRS) "SAARLÄNDISCHE VOLKSPRENTUNG" DEALS IN AN ARTICLE WITH BONN'S INTENTION OF BANNING THE SAAR - CP.

(5 JAN, 1910 HRS) WILLY PERK.devotes THE D. S. COMMENTARY TO THE STRIKE OF METAL-WORKERS IN SLEWICK HOLSTEIN.

(D. SENDER, 6 JAN, 1910 HRS) IN THE SUNDAY - COMMENTARY, MARTIN RATHMANN WARNS WEST GERMANY SOCAULISTS OF ALLIANCES WITH REACTIONARY POWERS OF ADENAUER'S GOVERNMENT.
YUGOSLAV HIGHLIGHTS -- JAN. 5 - 7, 1957

1. TANJUG BRIEFS.
5 JAN: TITO CONDOLES RAAB (2); FOLKLOIR (3); YUGO INSURANCE DELEGATION TO PRAGUE (4); YUGO AMBASSADOR CONDOLES AUSTRIANS (5).
6 JAN: BORBA REPLIES TO JEN MIN JIN PAO.

2. YUGOSLAVIA - POLAND.
(ZAGREB, 5 JAN, 1950 HRS) CHIEF OF THE POLISH NUCLEAR DELEGATION TO YUGOSLAVIA, WILHELM BILIG, BEFORE LEAVING FOR WARSZAW, HAD AN INTERVIEW WITH RADIO ZAGREB CORRESPONDENT.

POLISH NUCLEAR RESEARCH.
On achievements of Polish nuclear scientists, Bilig said intensive work has started only three years ago. Polish government has dispatched large funds for purchase of installations. This year, a 2,000 kw reactor will be commissioned in Warszaw, and a cyclotron made in USSR, in Cracow. Bilig asserted that Polish scientists have achieved good results in the field of isotopes centers for application of isotopes in medicine, agriculture, and biology, have been created. Some industrial units have also begun to apply isotopes. Electronic devices for isotopes are partially being built in Poland, and steps were taken to enlarge domestic nuclear industry.

YUGOSLAV NUCLEAR EXPERIENCE.
Bilig said he has seen the great achievements of our "Yugoslav Friends", reached despite "temporary difficulties". Special attention has been paid by Bilig to the Yugo "cadre policy", and the contacts of Yugo scientists abroad.

YUGO-POLISH COLLABORATION.
On Yugo-Polish collaboration in nuclear field, Bilig said that in talks with Yugo representatives, they have both stressed the need for a "close collaboration". "We intend to start this collaboration immediately, without waiting the conclusion of agreements; and we will collaborate on the broad field of scientific research, scientific - technical research, application of isotopes, as well as exchange of experience on geology, and on technology of nuclear raw
MATERIALS. WE DO NOT INTEND TO LIMIT OURSELVES ON EXCHANGE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL WORKERS, ON COMMON SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTATION, BUT WE WOULD LIKE TO WORK IN FUTURE TOWARDS A COMMON SCIENTIFIC WORK AND CONSTRUCTION OF SOME INSTALLATIONS FOR RESEARCH.

WARSZAW CORRESPONDENCE.- (BELGRADE, 5 JAN, 1930 HRS) A CORRESPONDENCE FROM WARSZAW STRESSES THAT POLAND IS CONSIDERING THE FIRST RESULTS OF WORKERS' COUNCILS. IT SAYS IN PART:

MOST OF THE WORKERS' COUNCILS WHICH HAVE BEEN ELECTED DURING THE LAST THREE MONTHS, HAVE ALREADY BEGUN TO DEAL WITH SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF THE FACTORIES, LIKE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PLANS FOR 1937, ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK, ISSUE OF REGULATIONS FOR NORMS, DISCOVERY OF MEANS FOR SAVING, ETC.-

THE EXPERIENCE MADE HITHER TO SHOWS THAT THERE STILL ARE NUMEROUS PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED, CONCERNING THE COMPETENCE AND ACTIVITY OF WORKERS' COUNCILS.

SELF - MANAGEMENT IN POLAND.-- THE WARSZAW CORRESPONDENCE CONTINUES BY STRESSING THAT WORKERS' COLLECTIVES IN POLAND ARE MEETING WITH IMPORTANT DIFFICULTIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORKERS' SELF - MANAGEMENT. THIS HAS ALSO BEEN EMPHASIZED DURING YESTERDAY'S (4 JAN) CONFERENCE OF THE PUWP WARSZAW COMMITTEE, ATTENDED BY DIRECTORS, PARTY SECRETARIES, MEMBERS OF THE NEW WORKERS' COUNCILS, AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE VARIOUS RESORTS.--

LACKING LAWS IN POLAND.-- AT THIS MEETING, IT HAS BEEN STRESSED THAT ONE OF THE DIFFICULTIES IS THE LACK OF LAW PROVISIONS, ESPECIALLY IN THE FIELD OF FINANCES. WORKERS' COUNCILS REPRESENTATIVES EMPHASIZED THAT REGULATIONS MUST BE CREATED TO ENABLE THEM TO DEAL WITH ECONOMIC PROBLEMS. THE NEED FOR ECONOMIC TRAINING OF WORKERS' COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES HAS ALSO BEEN STRESSED.--


ECONOMY VERSUS COUNCILS.-- WARSZAW CORRESPONDENCE ALSO SAYS THAT AT MENTIONED MEETING IT HAS BEEN STRESSED THAT "HIGHER ECONOMIC ORGANIZATIONS AND RESORTS" SHOW TENDENCIES TOWARDS IMPEDING THE ACTIVITY OF WORKERS' COUNCILS. IN ORDER TO AVOID CHANGES IN THE SYSTEM OF DIRECTING THE SINGLE ECONOMIC BRANCHES, THESE TENDENCIES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED AS EXPRESSION OF PARTIALLY CONTINUING TREND OF ECONOMIC BUREAUCRACY TO MAINTAIN ITS POSITION.--

3. REPORT FROM MOSCOW.-- (BELGRADE, 6 JAN, 1930 HRS) STIPE DUŽEVIC, IN A COMMENTING REPORT FROM MOSCOW, STRESSES THAT PRODUCTION IS LARGER AND CHEAPER IN S O V K H O Z E S THAN IN K O L K H O Z E S. HE SAYS IN PART:
BUREAUCRACY IN VILLAGES.

According to official statistics, issued on various occasions, the level of Soviet agricultural output has hardly been different in 1913, 1928, or 1953. Films with luxurious dining-tables in kolkhozes, and the marvellous results, have been replaced in the last few years with true analyses: the results of long-year bureaucracy in villages have caused in September 1953 and February 1954 an open and convincing criticism against former conception of the agricultural policy.

Duzevic says that in result, virgin lands in the eastern USSR have been reclaimed, and issues following figures: from 1953 to the end of 1954, about 35 million hectares reclaimed, 16 million of which by new kolkhozes, about 2/3 from the total of 32.5 million hectares labored by sovkhozes last year, have been sown to cereals.

Sovkhozes last year have delivered 903 million puds of cereals, compared with 196 in 1953, i.e. 4.5 times as much.

STATE PAYS CHEAP OUTPUT.

Duzevic says literally: The fact that sovkhozes produce relatively and absolutely cheaper cereals is due to the support granted them by the state. Sovkhozes are treated as a called higher form of socialist property and organization, and greater assistance is given to them. The relative independence of sovkhozes also has contributed to their success.

SOVKHOZES LACK TO SUPPLY TOWNS.

It is interesting, continues Duzevic, that sovkhozes which are neighbouring large centers and are supposed to supply them with greens and milk, have not succeeded hitherto to fulfill the expectations, or at least most of them.

In conclusion Duzevic says that, since sovkhozes in general show better results than kolkhozes, the former will probably take over the land cultivation in eastern USSR. Another step impeding is the concentration of sovkhozes under one ministry.

4. USA AND MIDDLE EAST.

(Belgrade, 5 Jan, 1500 HRS) Bozidar Kicovic in a short commentary asks: What are the announced changes in American policy towards Middle East? After stressing in answer the main line of the Eisenhower doctrine, he adds:

VACUUM UNCONVINCING.

Meanwhile, the theory of vacuum is unconvincing, and does not base on the real causes which led to the recent events in the Middle East, nor on the accurate consideration of the measures to be taken for a quietening in this part of the world.

Duzevic continues: in first place, this (vacuum) theory ignores the most important element, i.e. the existence of independent Arab countries without the approval of which no policy can be carried out there.

Then Duzevic stresses once more that most of the Arab countries oppose a bloc policy and emphasizes that attempts at including them into any bloc can only complicate the situation.

(Zagreb, 5 Jan, 1950 HRS) Jovan Scevic, reporting from New York, stresses that there have been few times when the President of the United States has submitted a message to the Congress before submitting his program. Ike's speech to the Congress must therefore be aimed at attracting the attention of the whole world to the Middle East. Then, Scevic stresses the speech, i.e. the Middle East doctrine.

Note: Yugoslav broadcasts also include echo to Ike's doctrine from around the world.
ALBANIAN HIGHLIGHTS — JAN. 5-7, 1957

1. THE PRESS
   (JAN. 5 - TIRANA: 0645) ZERI I POPULLIT: IT IS FORESEEN THAT
   IN 1957 THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION WILL BE 24 PERCENT OVER
   1956; POPULATION WILL RECEIVE 10 PERCENT MORE BREAD, 20 PER-
   CENT MORE FARMS, 18 PERCENT MORE MEAT AND FISH, 23 PER-
   CENT MORE MACCARONI, 28 PERCENT MORE COTTON FABRICS, 66 PER-
   CENT MORE WOOLEN FABRICS. ALL THIS WILL BE POSSIBLE ONLY
   IF WORKERS WILL CARRY OUT PLANS SINCE THE VERY BEGINNING.
   LAST YEAR PLANS IN SOME PLANTS WERE NOT FULLFILLED JUST
   BECAUSE MANAGERS USED TO SAY: "WE HAVE TIME TO FULFIL THEM".
   THIS HAPPENED, E.G. WITH THE ELBASAN SAWMILLS NAKU SPIRU, WHICH
   THUS LOST SIX PERCENT OF THE ANNUAL PLAN, AND THE PULE SAW-
   MILLS (SEVEN PERCENT).
   (JAN. 6 - TIRANA: 0715) ZERI I POPULLIT EDITORIALLY ATTACKS
   SOME PARTY COMMITTEES FOR THEIR INDIFFERENCE CONCERNING
   THE COUNTRY'S ECONOMY, ESPECIALLY THAT OF DURRES: IN
   THIS TOWN THE PORT PARTY AGENCIES FOR EXAMPLE DID NOT
   HAVE ANY MEETING FOR THREE MONTHS. ZIP ALSO DEPLOR
   THAT SOME COMMUNISTS ARE NOT AT ALL CONCERNED WITH ECO-
   NOMIC STUDIES.

2. FOREIGN RELATIONS
   (JAN. 6 - TIRANA: 2000) EDUCATION MINISTER RAMIZ ALIA HAS
   RECEIVED POLISH ARTISTS NOW TOURING ALBANIA.
   ALBANIAN WRITERS HAVE SENT TELEGRAM TO FANOLI (NOW
   IN BOSTON) CONGRATULATING HIM IN HIS 75TH BIRTHDAY ANNI-
   VERSARY.
   (JAN. 6 - TIRANA: 2000) SECRETARY OF ALGERIAN CP HAS SPOKEN IN VLORE.

3. HOME NEWS
   (JAN. 5 - TIRANA: 1830) IN 1957 ECONOMIC INVESTMENTS WILL
   BE 42 PERCENT OVER 1956.
   (2000) AT MINISTERIAL COUNCIL MINISTER FOR AGRICUL-
   TURE MAQO COMO HAS ILLUSTRATED TO LEADERS OF PEOPLE'S COUNCILS
   MTS LEADERS AND DIRECTORS OF LAND RECLAMATION AGENCIES
   THEIR WINTER TASKS CONCERNING LAND RECLAMATION. MENNET
   SHEHU ATTENDED.
   - THE 1956 AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION HAS BEEN AAWARDED FIRST
   PRIZE. THIS YEAR THERE WILL BE SIX SUCH EXHIBITIONS: IN
   SHKODER DISTRICT, VLORE, FIER, BERNAT, TIRANA AND KRUJE.
   (JAN. 6 - TIRANA: 1830) BY END OF 1957, THE GLASS FACTORY
   NOW BEING BUILT IN TIRANA, WILL PRODUCE FIVE TIMES AS
   MUCH AS THE KORCE GLASS FACTORY.
   (2000) INVESTMENTS FOR VURGU LAND RECLAMATION THIS YEAR
   WILL TOTAL 250 MILLION LOK. THIS RECLAMATION WILL RESULT
   IN 1959, IN 1,100 HA OF NEW LAND, WHILE ANOTHER 500 HA
   WILL BE IMPROVED, AND 7,000 IRRIGATED.
   (2000) THE KORCE GLASS FACTORY WILL PRODUCE THIS YEAR
   11 PERCENT OVER LAST YEAR.

RUSSIAN MONITORING SPECIAL — JAN. 7, 1957

RUSSIAN NOTE TO BRITAIN
   (MOSCOW - JAN. 7 - 1200) PRAVDA TODAY PUBLISHED TEXT OF NOTE
   SENT BY USSR EMBASSY IN LONDON TO BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE
   PROTESTING AGAINST "CRIMINAL ACTIVITY" BY RUSSIAN ESCAPEES
   AGENCY NTS DIRECTED AGAINST SOVIET SAILORS IN BRITISH PORTS.
   THE NOTE RECALLS THAT IN BRITISH PORTS, LEAFLETS
   CONTAINING ANTI-SOVIET PROPAGANDA HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED
   BY NTS AGENTS TO SOVIET SAILORS, E.G. THOSE OF THE SHIPS
   "STANISLAWSKI" AND "BALASHOV" AND THAT THERE WERE ALSO ATTEMPTS
   AT INFLUENCING THEM WITH ORAL PROPAGANDA, ETC. THE NOTE
   CONCLUDES BY CALLING ON THE BRITISH AUTHORITIES TO INTER-
   VENE IN ORDER TO STOP SUCH CRIMINAL ACTIVITY, STRESS-
   ING THAT OTHERWISE BRITISH-SOVIET TRADE AND NORMAL RELA-
   TIONS COULD BE COMPROMISED.
YUGOSLAV MONITORING SPECIAL, 7 JAN 57

KOMMUNIST AGAINST KARDELJ.-

ED. NOTE: THIS IS THE TEXT OF THE SECOND PART OF THE
ARTICLE BY RUMYANTSEV, PRINTED BY "KOMMUNIST" UNDER THE
TITLE: "SOCIALIST REALITIES AND COMRADE EDWARD KARDELJ'S THEO-
RIES." (FOR THE FIRST PART, SEE BUDGET, B 27-36 OF JAN 66)
(MOSCOW IN SERBO-CROAT, 6 JAN, 2100 HRS) A SPECIAL
PLACE IN COMRADE KARDELJ'S SPEECH IS TAKEN BY CONSIDERATIONS ON THE
PROBLEM OF CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIALISM IN YUGOSLAVIA. WE, OF
COURSE, DO NOT INTEND TO START CONSIDERING DOMESTIC AFFAIRS
OF THE YUGOSLAV FTP. THE PROBLEMS OF YUGO ECONOMIC POLICY
ARE DOMESTIC PROBLEMS OF THE VERY YUGO PEOPLE, AND THEIR COUNTRY.
BUT KARDELJ, SPEAKING ABOUT THOSE PROBLEMS, AND AS HE
SAYS—ABOUT THEIR POLITICAL ASPECT—LAYS OUT HIS THEORETICAL
REASONING ON THE PROCESS OF SOCIALIST DEVELOPMENT AS A FACT
WHICH HAS IMPORTANCE NOT ONLY FOR SOCIALISM IN YUGOSLAVIA,
BUT FOR SOCIALISM IN GENERAL.-

DOCTOR KARDELJ.-

HEREBY, THE SPEAKER PROCEEDS LIKE HAVING THE ROLE OF A
PHYSICIAN. HE ISSUES PRESCRIPTIONS FOR CURING ILLNESSES FROM WHICH
ALLEGEDLY THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES ARE SUFFERING. MOREOVER,
AS IT CAN BE SEEN, HE ALSO SET THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE ILLNESS,
HAS STATED THE EXISTENCE OF A TRANSIENT CRISIS INCLUDING THE
INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISM. THE SPEAKER RETURNED SEVERAL TIMES TO
THIS DIAGNOSIS.-

COPYING BOURGEOISIE.-

BUT, THE (KARDELJ) IS NOT ORIGINAL. BOURGEOIS PROPAGANDA
IN THE COUNTRIES BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN, STRESSING
DESIRE AS REALITY, ALREADY FOR A COUPLE OF MONTHS ASSERTS A
DECAY, A DECOMPOSITION, AND NOT LEAST A CATASTROPHIC STATE
OF THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT.

DENIES COMMUNIST TROUBLES.-

KOMMUNIST CONTINUES: THE REALITY, AND THE LIFE, DENY ALL
THOSE ASSERTIONS. ISOLATED VACCINATION AND EVEN CRUDE-
LING OF THE FEW UNSTABLE ELEMENTS, IN A SITUATION OF VERY SHARP-
ENED CLASS FIGHT, MEANS NOTHING OUTSTANDING. AT PRESENT, THERE
IS SOMETHING ELSE CHARACTERISTIC FOR THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT.-

WORLD COMMUNISTS AHEAD.-

CONGRESSES OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN CHINA, FRANCE, ITALY,
THE MARXIST—LENINIST PARTIES IN THE LARGEST ASIAN AND EURO-
PEAN COUNTRIES, HAVE CONVINCED THOSE WHO WANT, AND UNDERSTAND,
TO HEAR AND SEE THAT THE WORKING CLASS AND ITS COMMUNIST VAN-
GUARD IN THE CURRENT PERIOD EVERYWHERE DEFEND STRONGLY THE
PRINCIPLES OF ITS THEORY AND PRACTICE, THAT THEY HOLD HIGH
THE BANNER OF INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAT.-

HUNGARIAN COMPLICATIONS.-

THE EVENTS IN HUNGARY HAVE CREATED CERTAIN COMPLICATIONS
FOR THE INTERNATIONAL Socialism. THAT IS UNDISPUTED. IT IS
ALSO DOUBTFUL THAT COMPLICATIONS ARISEN, HAVE BEEN
ALREADY PUT UNDER CONTROL, AND THAT THEY WILL BE FULLY CONTROL-
LED. BUT IT IS ALSO COMPLETELY EVIDENT THAT SPEECHES LIKE
KARDELJ'S DO NOT HELP, BUT IMPede THE OVERCOMING OF THOSE
COMPLICATIONS. THE SPEAKER HIMSELF CONSIDERS HIS SPEECH A REAL
CONTRIBUTION TO THE CAUSE OF INTERNATIONAL Socialism.-

KARDELJ FOR COMMUNIST SPLIT.-

IN FACT, HE SIGNS OUR CLASS ENEMIES, BECAUSE—MAY KARDELJ
WANT IT, OR NOT—HE AIDS AT A REVISION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
MARXISM, AT SPLITTING THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT.
WORLD REACTION BANKRUPT.

KOMMUNIST CONTINUES: NOW, IT IS FULLY OBVIOUS, THAT WORLD
REACTION'S ACCOUNTS ON A SPLITTING AMONG COMMUNISTS, HAVE
SUFFERED BANKRUPTCY. OVERCOMING DIFFICULTIES, REFUTING ATTACKS
BY POLITICAL ENEMIES OF COMMUNIST PARTIES... (SEVERAL WORDS
UNMONITORABLE - ED.)

ELIXIR AGAINST CRISIS.

BUT, SINCE KARDELJ HAS STARTED FROM A CRISIS OF WORLD
SOCIALISM WHICH HE DISCOVERED HIMSELF, HE ALSO HAS SO-TO-SAY
REASONS TO PROPOSE MEANS FOR A DISCONTINUATION OF THAT CRISIS.
WHAT ARE THE MEANS KARDELJ PROPOSED TO HELP INTERNATIONAL
SOCIALISM, TO START IT FOWARDS, TO REMOVE THE OBSTACLES WHICH
BAR ITS WAY? IT COMES OUT THAT AN ELIXIR AGAINST ALL TROUBLES
AND ILLNESSES EXISTS. KARDELJ STATES AS FIRST TASK IN ECONOMY,
THE BROADEST DISCENTRALIZATION BY STRENGTHENING OF THE STATUS
OF WORKERS' COUNCILS, COMMUNES, AND INDIVIDUALS, AS THE MOST
IMPORTANT FACTORS WHICH DIRECT THE SOCIAL MEANS OF PRODUCTION.
ON THIS BASIS, ALLEGEDLY, WILL INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST FORCES AND
FORMS RISE AND DEVELOP. THIS, ACCORDING TO KARDELJ, THE CONSTRUCTION
OF SOCIALISM HAS IN NO WAY TO SUCCEED SPONTANEOUSLY.

AGREEMENT WITH KARDELJ.

IN HIS (KARDELJ'S) SPEECH THERE ARE ALSO CORRECT STATEMENTS.
ONE SHOULD, E. G., AGREE WITH THE CONSIDERATION THAT THE POLICY OF
REWARDING WITHIN THE SOCIALIST SOCIETY DOES NOT DEVELOP
DELIBERATELY, BUT MOVES AND DEVELOPS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE
SOCIALIST BASIS, THAT THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIALIST DEMOCRACY IS THE
ORDER(?) OF SOCIALIST SOCIETY.

IT IS ALSO TRUE, THAT SOCIALISM TRENDS, BY THE MOST
COMPLETE AND MOST RATIONAL ASSEMBLING OF SOCIAL AND INDIVIDUAL
INTERESTS, TOWARDS AN ALL-SIDED DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SELF - ACTIVITY OF MASSES, OF LOCAL INITIATIVE.

KARDELJ THEORY UNSUSTAINABLE.

BUT CONTINUES THE KOMMUNIST ARTICLE, IN ITS WHOLE.
KARDELJ'S THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION IS EVIDENTLY UNSUSTAINABLE.
A DETAIL WHICH HE KEPT REPEATING, THE ATTACKS AGAINST
THE SO-CALLED STALINISM, CANNOT HIDE THAT THE
ATTACKS ARE NOT AIMED AGAINST THIS PHANTASMAGORIC DANGER
NOR AGAINST THE INVENTED POLICY OF AN INFLAMMABLE PITCH {SIX},
BUT IN FACT KARDELJ ATTACKS THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
THE MARXIST - LENINIST TEACHING.

PRECONCEPTIONS.

KARDELJ HAS FORGOTTEN THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT.
AND THIS IS NOT ACCIDENTALLY, IS NOT SOMETHING THE SPEAKER HAS
IGNORED BECAUSE GETTING ENTHUSED OF SOME SINGLE IDEA. THIS IS
A PRECONCEPTION ON WHICH THE THEORY OF SO-CALLED
DECENTRALIZATION WAS BASED.

SMALL-BURGEOIS HISTORY.

AS KNOWN, FOR A LONG TIME THERE HAVE BEEN TWO OPPOSED
CONCEPTIONS OF THE PROCESS OF SOCIALIST DEVELOPMENT.
THE ONE COMES FROM MARX AND ENGELS, THE OTHER FROM THE SMALL-
BURGEOIS IDEOLOGISTS OF THE TLUZHONOVA (?) TYPE, ALREADY IN
THE MANIFEST OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, THE CREATORS OF
SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM HAD WRITTEN:

QUOTING MARX, ENGELS:
"PROLETARIAT MAKES USE OF ITS POLITICAL LEADERSHIP IN
ORDER TO PLUCK OUT, STEP BY STEP, FROM THE BOURGEOIS, THEIR CAPITAL,
TO CENTRALIZE ALL MEANS OF PRODUCTION IN THE HANDS OF THE
COUNTRY, I. E. OF THE PROLETARIAT ORGANIZED AS GOVERNING CLASS, AND
TO INCREASE SPEEDILY THE SUM OF PRODUCING FORCES."

THUS, CONTINUES "KOMMUNIST", MARX AND ENGELS HAVE CLEARLY
AND UNAMBIGUOUSLY SAID THAT AFTER THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION
THERE WILL BE A CENTRALIZATION OF ALL MEANS OF PRODUCTION IN
THE HANDS OF THE COUNTRY. AS FOR PROUDHON, THIS SMALL-BOURGEOIS
AIMED AT SUCH SOCIAL ORDER IN WHICH EVERYBODY MANUFACTURES A
CERTAIN INDEPENDENT PRODUCT, TO FIT THE SMALL CONSUMPTION AND THE
BARTER ON MARKETS.

KARDELY AND PROUDHON: KARDELY'S CONCEPTION COMPLETELY CONCIDES WITH PROUDHON'S
CONCEPTION, AND OF COURSE HAS NOTHING IN COMMON WITH SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNISM. KARDELY TRIES TO DEMONSTRATE THAT KARL MARX AND FR.
ENGELS, OBSERVING AFTER THE PARIS COMMUNE THE DANGER SPELLED BY
BUREAUCRACY, ALLEGEDLY HAVE GIVEN UP THE IDEA THAT THE PROLETARIAN
COUNTRY IS THE PRINCIPAL INSTRUMENT ENABLING THE PROLETARIAT TO
CARRY OUT ITS ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION OF THE SOCIETY. THIS
THOUGHT KARDELY HAD ALREADY EXPRESSED IN HIS LECTURE HELD 1954
BEFORE THE ACTIVE OF THE NORWEGIAN WORKERS' PARTY IN OSLO.

IS THAT CORRECT?
HAVE MARX AND ENGELS REALLY GIVEN UP THE IDEA THAT THE
PROLETARIAN STATE HAS BEEN SUCH AN INSTRUMENT? IT IS SUFFICIENT
TO OVERLOOK THE GENERALLY KNOWN WORKS OF MARXIST CLASSICS,
WRITTEN AFTER THE PARIS COMMUNE. THIS WORKS INCLUDE NO WORD WHICH
WOULD CAUSE SOMEONE TO SAY THAT MARXIST CLASSICS HAVE DISTANCED
THEMSELVES FROM THE NECESSITY OF PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP AS A
STATE WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE TRANSITORY PERIOD FROM CAPITALISM
TO COMMUNISM, A STATE THE GOAL OF WHICH IS THE ECONOMIC TRANS-
FORMATION OF THE SOCIETY.

MARX, ENGELS, LENIN, REPLY: ON THE CONTRARY, THE PAMPHLET "CIVIL WAR IN FRANCE", BY
MARX, DIRECTLY SHOWS THAT ONLY THE REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT
OF THE WORKERS' CLASS, I. E. ITS DICTATORSHIP, IS THE POLITICAL
FORM IN WHICH ECONOMIC ELIBERATION OF WORK CAN BE CARRIED OUT.
THE TEACHING ABOUT THE COUNTRY HAS BEEN INCLUDED IN THE TREASURE
OF MARXISM-LENINISM, AS ITS MOST IMPORTANT AND INSEPARABLE
PART. IMMEDIATELY AFTER MARX AND ENGELS, LENIN HAS CONSIDERED
THE SOCIALIST COUNTRY, THE PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP, AS THE
PRINCIPAL WEAPON IN CONSTRUCTING SOCIALISM, COMMUNISM.